Electromyographic analysis of joint-dependent global synkinesis in the upper limb of healthy adults: laterality of intensity and symmetry of spatial representation.
The intensity and spatial representation of electromyographical (EMG) activity were examined to characterize the effects of limb dominance and movement direction upon global synkinesis (GS). Twenty-two healthy young subjects (11 men, 11 women) with a mean age of 24.7 years participated in this study. Three trials of EMG activities from eight primary muscles in the unexercised limb were recorded when a maximal isometric contraction in various directions was performed by the shoulder, elbow, and wrist of the dominant and non-dominant upper limbs. The features of GS, including intensity and spatial representation, were quantified with standardized net excitation levels (SNE) and relative excitation (RE), respectively. Our data indicated that (1) GS intensity was strongly limb-dependent with a larger SNE level arising when target joints of the non-dominant upper limb were active, (2) the GS intensity was more influenced by movement direction of the non-dominant limb than by that of the dominant limb, (3) the gradient change in GS intensity was observed bilaterally with a larger SNE level associated with contralateral movements of a proximal joint than a distal joint, and (4) GS spatial representations of the upper limbs were patterned and symmetrical, but seemly insensitive to movement direction. Laterality in GS intensity and structured GS spatial representation with symmetry could be a consequence of use-dependent hemispheric organization.